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Derived from the renowned multi-volume
International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
analysis of media law in Hungary surveys
the massively altered and enlarged legal
landscape traditionally encompassed in
laws pertaining to freedom of expression
and regulation of communications.
Everywhere, a shift from mass media to
mass
self-communication
has
put
enormous pressure on traditional law
models. An introduction describing the
main actors and salient aspects of media
markets is followed by in-depth analyses of
print media, radio and television
broadcasting, the Internet, commercial
communications, political advertising,
concentration in media markets, and media
regulation. Among the topics that arise for
discussion are privacy, cultural policy,
protection of minors, competition policy,
access to digital gateways, protection of
journalists sources, standardization and
interoperability,
and
liability
of
intermediaries. Relevant case law is
considered throughout, as are various
ethical codes.
A clear, comprehensive
overview of media legislation, case law,
and doctrine, presented from the
practitioners point of view, this book is a
valuable time-saving resource for all
concerned with media and communication
freedom. Lawyers representing parties with
interests in Hungary will welcome this very
useful guide, and academics and
researchers will appreciate its value in the
study of comparative media law.

Hungary: Media Law Endangers Press Freedom Human Rights Jun 22, 2015 Structure of the law and the level of
media regulation . . Media Content, and in the Hungarian tax laws on progressive tax on advertising Slow and steady:
Hungarys media clampdown openDemocracy by Kai Ekholm and Tarja Svard-Ylilehto. In December 2010 Hungarys
Parliament passed a law which threatens fines on media who engage in unbalanced Media Law Controversy:
Hungarys Orban Gets Frosty Reception in Dec 23, 2010 Hungary approves a controversial media law days before it
takes up the Instead, all eyes are on a new media law passed by parliament on Texts adopted - Thursday, 10 March
2011 - Media law in Hungary The law also established the Media Council, a body within the Media Authority, to
monitor and enforce the set of new media laws passed by Parliament in Hungary: New Laws Curb Media Freedom
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Human Rights Watch Mar 1, 2011 Hungarys media law could lead to a depoliticisation of the media the likes of which
exists in Russia and in other post-Soviet democracies, Media Law in Hungary CMCS Merkel urges Hungarys Orban
to respect opposition. During a visit to Budapest, German Chancellor Angela Merkel called on Hungarian Prime
Minister Viktor Read more - Media Law in Hungary CMCS Feb 16, 2012 Hungarians take part in a demonstration
against the governments controversial media law during a protest in support of the largest opposition Hungarys Media
Law Package IWM Feb 19, 2014 As Hungarys media laws changed after Orban became prime minister in 2010, there
was also a clear-out of staff in state media. Many senior Hungary amends media law, defusing EU criticism Reuters
Mar 7, 2011 Hungarys parliament on Monday amended a controversial media law to comply with the requirements of
the European Union, which said the hungarian media law - Mertek - Mediaelemzo Muhely Legal Environment.
Hungarys constitution protects freedom of speech and of the press, but complex and extensive media legislation adopted
in 2010 is widely Hungary: Media Freedom Under Threat Human Rights Watch Aug 1, 2014 Nor are the
restrictions limited to media outlets within Hungary: the In April 2011, the Hungarian parliament penned and signed
into law a Hungarys Media Laws: Freedom of expression under threat The monitors and documents the state and
content of Hungarian press freedom and media regulation. We publish the decisions and practice WK Law & Business
Media Law in Hungary - Second Edition Jan 19, 2016 Soon after announcing a moment of silence on his public
radio programme in protest at new media laws in December 2010, Mr Mong was Jan 8, 2016 Polands parliament last
week passed a new media law to give the Viktor Orban to reshape Hungarys media landscape in the past five years,
Media Laws The Orange Files Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
analysis of media law in Hungary surveys the massively altered and enlarged Hungarys media law: All eyes on Orban
The Economist Jan 19, 2011 Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban has defended his countrys controversial media
law against hefty criticism from the EU. Governments Hungarian media law Hungarys new media regulation.
Publisher: National Media and Infocommunications Authority. Printed by . 13. Title XI. Compliance with european
union law . How Hungarys government shaped public media to its mould The Hungarian media laws consist of at
least five crucial legislative acts since June 2010. All were passed in a hurry before the end of the year without any
Hungarys new media regulation This study analyses the consistency of Hungarys new media laws with European
practices and norms. It addresses a key policy debate in Europe regarding the Media Law Outrage: Hungarys
Orbanization Is Worrying Europe Nov 3, 2014 Hungary and its media law have come. With the Islamic state
offensive, the Ebola epidemic and Ukraine, Hungary is not on anyones mind in Orban walks fine line in Brussels with
Hungarys media law May 25, 2012 (Berlin) The Hungarian government has ignored recommendations by the
Council of Europe to revise controversial laws that limit media Hungary: Controversial New Media Law Defended
by Government Jan 7, 2011 All media outlets will be required to register with the body to operate lawfully. The
European commissioner responsible for the media, Neelie Kroes, and the Commission president, Jose Manuel Barroso,
who met with the Hungarian prime minister, Viktor Orban, on January 7, have both sought clarification on the law.
Partly Free - Hungary Country report Freedom of the Press 2015 Hungarian Media Law home We have
several projects providing policy-relevant data, news and analyses of media law and political life in Hungary. The
Hungarian Media Monitor contributes Hungarian PMs media clampdown points to the future for Poland Jan 1,
2015 The adoption of the new media laws in 2010 not only laid the . Fundamental Law of Hungary provides the
freedom of expression and the
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